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Some facts about these racing bikes are quite
amazing: top speed is 100 km/h and the motor
runs at 13600 RPM; the front tyre needs
changing every 1 to 2 hours; the motor is still
only 50cc and uses a roller drive but has many
mods including a single piece crankshaft.
We look forward to seeing Luc in the future
and hearing more about these fabulous
racers. I can almost hear Andrew McD’s brain
starting to bristle with ideas!
Sue and Simon from North Fitzroy Vic. have
been looking for a Solex for the past 10 years
and were also surprised to hear of Solex Oz.
I am attempting to find them a suitable bike
and we hope to see them on up-coming runs.
Welcome to Luc, Simon and Sue.
Last month another “1700” surfaced in
Oakleigh South, it appears very original and
has had little use. It was refurbished some
years ago and should be on the road soon.
Ern M. purchased a complete early model
metal tank “3800” whilst in Queensland
recently it came from the Gatton area. (See
work in progress).
Also, I have been looking for a rare “1400” for
a very long time, I do not believe any ever
came to OZ. However, last week I had the
good fortune to find one in Christchurch, New
Zealand and hope to have it shipped here in a
month or two.
There is a Blue 5000 looking for a good home,
It is in the Geelong area and goes very well
and only needs a little tidy up, call me if
interested.

NEWS

Each month brings with it new members and
new bikes, September has been no exception.
From Perth, W.A. Luc V. has contacted us, he
was most surprised to find Velosolexes in
Australia. Luc raced Solexes in France for 6
years, he has bought out the frame and the
fork-T and is currently machining new parts
and hopes to have it running in about 12
months. Shayne H. had better do some tuning
if he hopes to keep up with Luc.

Luc’s fabulous racer. (See news item).

PAST EVENTS

TECHNICAL

On Sunday September 14, we had our second
“visite du ville”. Frances McD. put together a
fantastic run around the Historic Lanes of
Melbourne with special emphasis on our Art
Deco heritage. It is quite amazing that you can
spend your entire life in a city without
realizing some of the hidden treasures that
abound. Our great buzz around the City
started at Latrobe Cottage in the Botanic
Gardens and ended at the Royal Exhibition
Building with a Coffee in the Melbourne
Museum. Participants included Brian L,
Andrew McD, Peter H. all on 3800’s Frances
McD. “5000”, Ern M. “1700” and Geoff S.
“3300”. New member Frank S. enjoyed his
first outing with us on his pretend Solex
(Sachs). Thanks to Frances for this great run
and for another superb photomontage. (See
photo page). Bryan bought along his first
batch of black and gold Solex Oz polo tops and
hats and they sold out instantly. Thanks
Bryan for all your hard work. Anyone looking
to purchase regalia, Bryan is taking orders for
the next batch, he can be contacted via our
website or directly by email

Springs has sprung, what a great time to fire
up the Solex and go for a BUZZZZZZ. If you
have not used the beast for a while, some of
the fuel may have evaporated and left a mix
high in oil in the tank, which may make
starting difficult or oil up the plug. So drop
the fuel and put in a fresh batch of 2%. In the
warmer weather change to cooler plug such as
a NGK B6HS or a Bosch WA7C. Check the tyre
pressures, 28 psi the recommended setting.
The beginning of spring is good time to do
your once a year service and should include
adjusting bearings and cones, checking and
adjusting brakes and going over all of the
frame and engine nuts and bolts checking for
tightness. Washing down oiled parts with kero
and a brush, such as chains and hubs and reoiling is most important. When going over the
engine don’t over tighten bolts as they are
mostly threaded into aluminum and can strip
easily. Take off the air cleaner cover and clean
or replace the air filter, I use surgical gauze
that can be purchased at your local pharmacy
and cut to size. A can of CRC Carbi clean is
excellent for cleaning out fuel filters and jets
as well as loosening up dried oil on parts.

COMING EVENTS
Our next run will take place on Saturday
October 18; details will sent a week prior
On October 26, the VACC Scooter run will take
place starting at Luna Park at 1030 and
finishing at Docklands, Bryan is organizing a
group to join in, contact him as above.

WORK IN PROGRESS
After many months of fastidious work, Bryan
L has his “1700” screaming around the back
streets of Bendigo complete with a huge grin.
Bryan hopes to air it on our next run in
October. Ern M. is piecing together his early
3800 found in Qld. With its 6.5 cm barrel and
rebuilt motor, this should a real goer. There
are 5 “1700”s currently being refurbished or
restored and adding that to those already
running we should have a special 1700 day
next to celebrate the anniversary of this great
model, first introduced in 1959. Hans P. is
getting stuck into the Dutch OTO (1700-2200)
in Brisbane and has ordered a new set of tyres
from me last week.

With the warm weather upon us, a good
chance to reflect just how lucky we are to own
these fabulous French icons. We are able to
just jump on after a couple of paces and enjoy
their delights, see you on the next run. Geoff.

